FULBRIGHT – SZÉCHENYI ISTVÁN UNIVERSITY SCHOLAR GRANT
AY 2020-2021

NUMBER OF GRANTS
One
ACTIVITY
Teaching
Teaching/Research
CATEGORY
Open to all levels of scholars, including early career
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
Ph.D. (or other terminal degree) required
ADDITIONAL QUALIFICATION INFORMATION
University-level teaching experience required.
GRANT ACTIVITY
The Scholar will be expected to teach two courses, and will be involved in the university’s research
activities. The Scholar will also be expected to engage in outreach activities, in public speaking and in
guest lectures at other Hungarian universities if invited.
In addition to being a prestigious academic exchange program, the Fulbright Program is designed to
expand and strengthen relationships between the people of the United States and citizens of other nations
and to promote international understanding and cooperation. To support this mission, Fulbright Scholars
will be asked to give public talks, mentor students, and otherwise engage with the host community, in
addition to their primary activities.
GRANT LENGTH
Four months
GRANT DATES
Grants must begin in either September 2020 or February 2021.
LOCATION
Széchenyi István University (SZE) is located in Győr, in North-West Hungary, at an equal distance from
Budapest, capital of Hungary, and Vienna, capital of Austria. The city is at the meeting point of three rivers,
including the world-famous Danube. As the sixth largest city in Hungary, Győr is both modern: with a
dynamic industrial base producing an impressive one tenth of the country’s exports, and historic: the newly
restored Baroque downtown of Győr is considered to be a cultural jewel. The city is home to the Audi
Hungaria Motor Company. Established in 1993, the Audi plant now ranks as one of the largest automotive
plants in the world, developing and manufacturing engines for the parent company AUDI AG and other
companies of the Volkswagen Group.
As evidence of the university’s strong commitment to internationalization, from September 2019, 24
English-language programs at all academic levels will be offered. The Bachelor level international
programs include Vehicle Engineering, Logistics Engineering, Civil Engineering, Agricultural Engineering,
Food Engineering, Business Administration & Management and a BA in International Relations.
At Master’s level, there are programs in Vehicle Engineering, Civil Engineering, Architecture, Supply Chain
Management and Computer Science Engineering, Marketing, International Economics & Business and a
choice of master’s degrees in Music Performance.
Three of the four Doctoral Schools are also offered in English: Doctoral Program in Plant, Animal and Food
Sciences, Doctoral Program in Civil Engineering Transportation & Vehicle Engineering and Informatics
Sciences and a Business and Management Sciences Doctoral Program. In addition to the full degree

programs, two other new international postgraduate programs will be launched in the field of Law and
Governance, run by the School of Law and Political Sciences.
In the area of university-industry collaboration, Audi Hungaria and the university are cooperating on a
unique project. Starting in 2015, they jointly founded the “Audi Hungaria School of Automotive
Engineering” which now boasts six professorships: internal combustion engines, automotive manufacturing
technology, complete vehicle development, material science and technology, environmental engineering,
logistics and shipping. The company’s specialist involvement with the university is demonstrated by the
large extent of direct participation of Audi Hungaria experts in lectures and research.
The main campus of the university, situated on the banks of the Danube River and only minutes on foot
from the city center, has recently undergone a massive infrastructural renewal including the expansion of
the university’s student accommodation with the addition of two new high quality and well-equipped
dormitories. These contemporary buildings were employed to house competitors in both the 2017
European Youth Olympic Festival (EYOF) and the European Athletics U18 Championships (held in Győr in
July 2018).
FLEX OPTION
No
DISCIPLINE TYPE
Applications are sought in the following disciplines:
DISCIPLINES
Agriculture
Technology
Information Technology
Economics
Law
INVITATION REQUIREMENT
A letter of invitation is strongly preferred
SPECIAL FEATURES
Housing (except utility costs) and airport transfers will be provided by the university.
LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS
Teaching will be in English; additional language proficiency is not required.
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
For further information please contact the head of the department of your area of expertise and/or
the Head of International Admissions Office

HELPFUL LINKS
Széchenyi István University:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=am-j0M-bAuU&feature=youtu.be

International Admissions website: http://admissions.sze.hu

